Terminal CNV in the absence of motor response.
We addressed the question of whether the terminal CNV, or E-wave, can be obtained in the absence of a motor response. In our design, the stimuli served only to reduce uncertainty with respect to a prior prediction, so that no response to S2 was required. In one experiment, the location of uncertainty reducing information was manipulated: in S1 alone or in S2 alone. When S2 reduced uncertainty, the pre-S2 E-wave was larger than when S2 did not reduce uncertainty. Similarly, when S1 reduced uncertainty, a pre-S1 negativity (whose topography did not differ from that of the pre-S2 E-wave) was larger than when S1 did not reduce uncertainty. The pre-S1 results also indicated that a prior experimenter-generated warning signal is not necessary for a non-motoric negativity to be obtained. In another experiment, the S1-S2 interval was manipulated (1 sec versus 3 sec). For the pre-S2 E-wave, onset was later and duration was longer for the longer S1-S2 interval. Peak amplitude and time of termination after S2 did not differ for short and long duration E-waves. Apparently, the timing of the E-wave is related to when in time the process it reflects is 'needed.' The dependence of the amplitude and timing of the pre-stimulus negativity on the temporal location of information, in conjunction with its independence of motor response requirement, suggests that the pre-stimulus negativity reflects some operation in the domain of expectancy, anticipation or 'mental preparation' for the informational stimulus.